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I found this module incredibly useful for my life drawing skills. Before this term, I had little to no experience in drawing the naked body and I feel my 
techniques and outcomes have definitely progressed since the beginning of the semester. I have stayed on top of practising every evening for at least thirty 
minutes and aiming to work for a couple of hours on weekends. When I have missed out on drawing for a week I notice a major decline in quality of work 
when I next start drawing which proves to me that continuous practice is critical for getting better with this style of artwork.

From the weekly lessons, I have found these techniques in particular to be the most beneficial. Firstly, the grid technique. When I am truly lost within a pose 
or finding the correct composition within a piece I find drawing a grid over the reference and my sketchbook and working in this format helps me from 
getting lost and gives me an incredibly sturdy starting point to work from. I had heard of this technique in the past but had not tried it. I am glad I have 
tried it now and will continue to use it in my realism pieces within my practices! Quick spontaneous line drawings have also been incredibly useful 
throughout this term. whether I am using a continuous line or a series of minimal lines to allude to the crucial structure of a pose. It helps warm me up and 
has been informing me on how to quickly form the essence of a figure without getting clouded within details. I believe you see me using this technique the 
most throughout my sketchbooks as it helped me so much throughout this semester. The third most influential technique I have practised throughout 
drawing the figure has been working from light to dark with Indian ink. I found this to be a really practical way to slowly add more depth and likeness to a 
figure without rushing, being forced to wait a moment for the ink to dry allowed me to take in my reference image and think clearly before rushing forward.

I have filled two and a half sketchbooks within this module and I believe the progress I have made is evident within the PDF. I would like to do more time-
consuming pieces with paint with the knowledge I have obtained with this short course. I’m going to continue to practice and work on my life drawing after 
this course ends, I’m sad to see this weekly routine come to an end. I hope to attend some in-person life drawing classes in the not so distant future to 
further develop my skill set.
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